Sorption of Aldrich Humic Acids onto Hematite: Insights into Fractionation Phenomena by Electrospray Ionization with Quadrupole Time-of-Flight Mass Spectrometry
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Abstract.

Sorption induced fractionation of purified Aldrich humic acid (PAHA) on hematite is studied through the modification of electrospray ionization (ESI) quadrupole time-of-flight (QToF) mass spectra of supernatants from retention experiments. The ESI mass spectra show an increase of the “mean molecular masses” of the molecules that constitutes humic aggregates. The low molecular weight fraction (LMWF; m/z ≤ 600 Da) is preferentially sorbed compared to two other fractions. The resolution provided by ESI-QToF mass spectrometer in the low-mass range provided evidence of further fractionation induced by sorption within the LMWF. Among the two latter fractions, the high
molecular weight fraction (HMWF; \( m/z \approx 1700 \text{ Da} \)) seems to be more prone to sorption compared to the intermediate molecular weight fraction (IMWF; \( m/z \approx 900 \text{ Da} \)). The IMWF seems to be more hydrophilic as it should be richer in O, N and alkyl C from the proportion of even mass, and poorer in aromatic structures from mass defect analysis in ESI mass spectra.
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**Introduction**

Humic substances (HS) are found in every type of aquatic and terrestrial environments and strongly influence the environmental chemistry of metallic cations in general and of radionuclides in particular. The chemistry and migration properties of metallic cations can be largely controlled by their interactions with HS (1, 2). Recent developments seem to indicate that humic acids (HA) are heterogeneous mixtures of molecules self-assembled in supramolecular colloidal aggregates by multiple noncovalent interactions (3-8). HA can be sorbed on almost every type of mineral surfaces. The general affinity of HA toward mineral surfaces not only induces modifications of physicochemical properties (9, 10), but also provokes structural modifications, in particular the fractionation of aggregates (10-14). Variations of apparent molecular weights (MW) of HA were noted, the extent of which depends on their origin and the nature of the mineral phases. Preferential sorption of higher MW fractions were evidenced for lacustrine and aquatic NOM on metallic oxides and clays (10, 12), whereas a preferential sorption of lower MW fractions on iron oxides using Aldrich HA was evidenced (13, 14). Fractionation phenomena also depend on the nature of mineral phases (13), and are kinetically controlled (9, 15). The majority of the work on NOM sorption has been focused predominantly on HS from aquatic sources, and as a result, there is not as much of information on the fractionation of terrestrial HS (13, 16). Particularly, the influence of the mineralogy was recently reported (17, 18).

A difference between the fractionation behavior of terrestrial and aquatic HS makes such studies even more important in the field of nuclear waste disposal assessment. The outcome of the
fractionation phenomena of HS is of importance in the field of modeling the interaction in ternary systems consisting of metallic cations, HS and a mineral surface. Indeed, the behavior of metallic cations in these systems has been proved to be difficult to model as additivity of interaction models is often not respected (19, 20), and addition order plays an important role on the final result (21-23).

Over the past two decades, detailed investigations on sorption induced changes of HS properties have been hampered by their heterogeneity, and it is still difficult to assess the detailed structural features that control fractionation processes. The advent of the electro-spray ionization (ESI) technique, which generates gas-phase ions directly from molecules in solution, has demonstrated a unique potential toward HS structural analysis (24-28). Some works have attempted to take advantage of the mass resolving power, and tandem mass analysis (MS/MS) offered by a hybrid quadrupole time-of-flight (Q-ToF) instrument (5-7, 29). Possible parameters that complicate interpretation of ESI-MS mass spectra of HS include formation of multiple-charged ions, charged aggregates, sample fragmentation, and variations in ionization efficiencies among compounds within mixtures. While there is ongoing debate over whether some molecules may form multiple-charged species and/or charged aggregates, a consensus is emerging that HS occurs primarily as individual singly-charged species, and it becomes apparent that generally peaks representing doubly charged species are minor and do not greatly affect the molecular weight distribution of humic substances (30-32). The extent of HS fragmentation during the desorption-ionization process is an important concern but is difficult to determine. No direct evidence was found for fragmentation of humic and fulvic acid in the ESI source (31). The main limitation of ESI-MS in the study of HS was due to variations in ionization efficiencies among compounds within the mixtures. The differences in ionization efficiencies affect the relative abundances of compounds within the spectrum and limit the ability of the technique to obtain quantitative information. As an example, the determination of mean molecular mass of HS from mass distributions is more reliable when samples were fractionated by size exclusion chromatography (SEC) to reduce the polydispersity before ESI-MS analysis (7, 32). Nevertheless, despite the lack of
knowledge about response factors for individual humic molecules, it is now well-demonstrated that mass distributions in ESI mass spectra carry valuable information for the characterization of mixtures. Recently, the use of ESI-MS has allowed the observation of organic mixtures modifications in natural systems (33-35). Hence, with the use of ESI-MS, one should address the question of the fractionation of HS during sorption experiments. The purpose of this study is to have a closer insight on the effect of sorption on the fractionation of purified Aldrich humic acid (PAHA) after sorption experiment on hematite. Even if the origin of this humic extract is rather obscure, and knowing that it cannot represent the heterogeneity of all “real” samples, it has often been shown that its comportment was in line with other natural environmental samples (13, 23, 36-38). Fractionation trends were investigated at steady-state (24 h reaction) and pH ≈ 7, and varying initial PAHA concentration conditions with estimation of MW values and composition changes by ESI-MS. This pH value seems to be a good compromise between efficient sorption and optimal signal. Moreover, PAHA and colloidal hematite were chosen as model systems due to the available data in the literature for the sake of comparison.

Experimental Section

**Materials.** PAHA has been used in a protonated form. Its main characteristics are detailed elsewhere (37). The H/C and O/C ratios are respectively of 0.97 and 0.51, close to values determined otherwise, i.e. 0.98-0.95 and 0.52-0.50 (39, 40). This could lead to the classification of a terrestrial HS (41), even if the $^{13}$C NMR spectrum is close to humics from brown coal (39, 40). The colloidal hematite suspension was obtained from AEA Harwell. Its characterization and HS sorption properties are detailed elsewhere (38, 42, 43).

**Preparation of suspensions for sorption experiments.** The sorption experiments were conducted according to a batch procedure at room temperature in polycarbonate vials sealed with screwcaps (Ultraplus Centrifugeware, 3430-1610, Nalgene). The rinsing protocol has been detailed elsewhere (23, 38). The concentration of hematite suspensions were fixed at the desired concentration by diluting the rinsed solution in Milli-Q water and by adding aliquots of PAHA stock solution. No attempt was made
to fix ionic strength in the solutions since it was observed to considerably alter the ESI-MS response. The pH values of the suspensions were adjusted using HClO₄, to minimize absorbance interference, or freshly prepared NaOH. The pH values were measured with a TACUSSEL pHmeter (PHM 220 MeterLab) equipped with a combined TACUSSEL electrode (Radiometer type XC 161). The electrode was standardized using commercial buffers (Prolabo, 4, 7). The obtained suspensions were shaken for 24 h to allow equilibration. The hematite colloids were separated from the liquid phase by ultracentrifugation (90 min; 50 000 rpm), and the pHs of the supernatants were measured. PAHA UV-visible spectra were acquired using a Cary 500 spectrophotometer using 1 cm quartz cells with MilliQ water as a reference, scanned from 350 to 200 nm at 100 nm/min. The quality of the absorbance data was verified by checking the linearity of the concentration dependence between 0 and 3.5 optical densities at 254 nm (10 ≤ [PAHA]° (mg/L) ≤ 80). The UV-visible spectrum of ultracentrifuged PAHA at pH 7 did not evidence any modification in the shape and only minor difference in intensity (5%, data not shown), suggesting only minor modification of the composition is induced through ultracentrifugation when hematite colloids are separated from PAHA.

**ESI-MS Instrumentation and Analysis.** The ESI mass spectrometer has already been described elsewhere (5, 6). The samples were introduced into the source with a syringe pump (Harvard Apparatus Cambridge, MA) with a flow rate set to 10 µL/min. [Glu]-fibrinopeptide B was used for mass calibration check, and optimal parameter tuning was performed using fulvic acids from Mol (Belgium) as in the previous studies. All ToF measurements were performed at a peak resolving power of about 4000 full width at half-maximum (fwhm) at m/z 500 which was the best compromise between resolution and the sensitivity required under our conditions, i.e. low [PAHA] after sorption experiments. Other settings optimized for sensitivity were ESI capillary voltage (± 3500V) and cone voltage (55V). Nitrogen was employed as both the drying and nebulization gas. The temperature of the source was held at 100°C. For MS analysis, Q1 was operated in RF-only mode with all ions transmitted into the pusher region of the ToF analyzer. Spectra were recorded by averaging 40 scans from m/z 100
to 3500 at a scan rate of 6s/scan. Processing was achieved by minimal baseline subtraction and smoothing of the raw data.

Number-averaged ($\bar{I}_n$) and weight-averaged ($\bar{I}_w$) mean molecular intensities were calculated by weighted summation of averaged and background subtracted ESI-MS spectra, assuming the following: (i) single charged ions, over the entire scan range as supported by previous studies (5, 6, 30-32), and (ii) a common ionization yield all over the populations. This latter approximation is rough and thus calculations provide information about changes in the composition of mixtures rather than mean molecular mass values (44). Under these approximations, the mean molecular intensity in number $\bar{I}_n$ and in weight $\bar{I}_w$ can be calculated using classical definitions.

Results and Discussions

To have a first sight at the fractionation phenomenon, UV-visible spectra of the initial PAHA solution (11 mg/L) and of supernatants at pH $\approx 7$ and initial PAHA concentration between 3.3 and 55 mg/L were acquired (see Supporting Information Table S1). These spectra were obtained after subtraction of the spectrum from a blank experiment with 500 mg/L hematite and no PAHA added at pH = 7.13. No quantification of sorption by UV-visible was performed as it is known to be biased (45).

It has been calculated that the theoretical saturation of all hematite sites by the PAHA sites required 3.5 mg of PAHA/L (38). Beyond this concentration, any excess of PAHA would thus be supposed not to interact with the surface.

The ratio of absorbance at 253 and 203 nm (see Figure S1 and S2 of the Supporting Information) indicates a variation in the proportion of polar groups linked to aromatic moieties (46). The $A_{253}/A_{203}$ ratio remains at a maximum value of ca. 0.7 until 10 mg of PAHA/L, corresponding to the initial PAHA, i.e. $A_{253}/A_{203} = 0.67$, and then decreases with PAHA concentration enhancing the fact that aromatic chromophores with polar groups are fixed to the hematite surface. In absorbance the fractionation is thus only evidenced for low surface coverage.
The negative mode ESI-QToF mass spectra of initial PAHA and of supernatant were compared including the weak influence of initial PAHA concentration (Figure 1, and Figures S3 and S4 of the Supporting Information). This ionization mode provides distributions of abundant (M-H)⁻ peaks due to the formation of singly charged species containing mostly anionic functionalities. The mass spectrum of the initial PAHA solution (Figure 1a) showed a distribution of peaks occurring at every m/z value between 100 and 2800 Dalton and shows trends similar to those observed in previous HS mass spectra (5, 6, 30, 44). A bimodal mass consisting in a first low molecular weight fraction (LMWF) centered around 400 m/z and an upper one, with much lower abundance, centered at about 1600 m/z. The mass distribution is much broader than previously reported for aquatic fulvic acids (200-600 Dalton) under identical experimental conditions, clearly indicating the highly heterogeneous nature of this HS sample. Intense peaks are also observed in the low-mass region (< 600 Da), probably showing degradation products derived from the biomass such as lipids, sterols and also free aliphatic acids (30).

Calculated values for Iₙ and Iₚ were 873 and 1228 Da respectively, in agreement with a previous finding in direct infusion (32). It must be noted that these determinations would only give an indication on M of molecules that constitute colloidal aggregates and not on the equivalent size of colloidal aggregates obtained in high-performance size-exclusion chromatography (HPSEC). Thus, the Iₚ value of PAHA calculated from the ESI mass spectrum is much lower than the apparent weight averaged M̄ value (M̄ = 4890 ± 47 Da) obtained for the same material in HPSEC (13).

The ESI(-) spectra of supernatants with [PAHA]° (mg/L) comprised between 111 and 3.3 (Table S1 of the Supporting Information) were acquired (Figure 1b-d and Figure S4 of the Supporting Information). Mass spectra shapes are different from the bimodal distribution obtained before sorption. Thus, in the lower mass region, the relative signal intensities of sharp peaks increase. Conversely, the LMWF of PAHA decreased and is gradually replaced by two upper mass distributions with increasing sorption: an intermediate molecular weight fraction (IMWF) and a high molecular weight fraction.
(HMWF) centered around 900 m/z and 1700 m/z respectively. Increasing signal intensities in the HMWF range of HS spectra were also observed using the SEC/ESI-MS approach which provides separation of the HS mixture in size-fractions to reduce polydispersity (47). The broadening of the mass distribution toward higher m/z values is likely due to the strong adsorption of the LMWF (< 600 Da) onto the mineral phase. This effect gives rise to a broadening of the mass distribution (100-3000 Da). As sorption increases ([PAHA]° < 30 mg/L), the LMWF decreased and relative intensities of IMWF and HMWF varied: the proportion of the fraction m/z > 1200 Da is also lowered. This second effect leads to the detection of a consistent IMWF and a HMWF of low abundance in the ESI(-) spectra of the supernatant with [PAHA]° = 3 mg/L (Figure 1d).

These results suggest that the LMWF is more likely fixed than the other ones to the surface at high initial PAHA concentration for a 24 h contact time. This can be compared with a previous observation and modeling (11, 15) on a comparable hematite sample, where the lowest molecular weight fraction of NOM (≤ 3 kDa in size) was preferentially fixed. Moreover, it was proposed that this fraction can be over represented at the surface for short contact time and high concentration of NOM (15). Moreover, through SEC-UV analysis it has been reported that the PAHA fraction with MW < 5000 Da in size was adsorbed more strongly onto hematite (13). As noted earlier, MW ranges determined by ESI-MS are smaller than the one based on SEC-UV, and likely provide deeper insight about the mass of individual HS molecules that are not adsorbed onto hematite.

Decreasing [PAHA]° leads to a more “balanced” situation where LMWF is still the major one sorbed but where the HMWF can also be bounded to hematite surface leaving some of IMWF compounds in solution.

These combined effects lead the \( \bar{I}_n \) and \( \bar{I}_w \) of PAHA fractions remaining in solution, calculated within the range of 100-2535 Da, to continuously increase with increasing sorption (Figure S5 of the Supporting Information).
The evolution of $A_{253}/A_{203}$ indicated that PAHA components preferentially adsorbed onto the mineral surface were enriched in aromatic structures that contained polar groups. ESI-MS and UV-visible results appear to be consistent with the report that the smaller sized fractions of PAHA are the ones that have higher aromatic content and more acidic functional groups (48, 49) and contradict the saturation hypothesis. This is consistent with the conformation of the NOM aggregate structure sorbed (50). It is also demonstrated that those characteristics induce preferential adsorption to hematite, a fractionation pattern consistent with surface complexation via ligand exchange of small molecules.

Theses changes in MW values clearly indicate that a more efficient ionization of the IMWF and HMWF occurs in an ESI source when the dominance of LMWF is reduced due to its sorption. Then, one possible explanation may lie in chemical structures of the HS molecules. In ESI-MS, the suppression of analyte ion signal intensity caused by a higher concentration of hydrophobic species in solution is the result of ion partitioning between the surface volume and the bulklike core of the droplets (51, and references therein). It has been demonstrated that hydrophobic species compete against hydrophilic species for surface volume occupancy into which the gas-phase transfer is more favorable, and this likely accounts for their higher relative sensitivity in ESI experiments. This phenomenon has been pointed out recently in the case of terrestrial humic substances analysis (32).

Figure 2 shows an expanded mass region of the LMWF of initial PAHA from Figure 1. The PAHA mass spectrum (Figure 2a) is complex. Odd anion masses (M-H)$^-$ correspond to even molecular weights and to compounds with an even number of nitrogen atoms. Due to the low nitrogen content of PAHA, i.e. less than 1% in PAHA (37, 39, 40), it is generally assumed that odd $m/z$ compounds contain primarily C, H, and O. The even $m/z$ peaks are probably a mixture of peaks corresponding to the $^{13}$C isotope of peaks at odd $m/z$, and peaks from compounds that may contain a nitrogen atom. Furthermore, peaks detected at every $m/z$ are a mixture of various structures with the same nominal mass but slightly different exact masses that may further be resolved with ultrahigh resolution provided by FT-ICR mass spectrometry.
Figure 1: ESI Q-ToF negative ion mass spectra of PAHA (a) before sorption: 11 mg/L at pH ≈ 7 (see Table S1; (b-d) after sorption at pH ≈ 7, [α-Fe₂O₃] = 500 mg/L, under varying initial [PAHA]: (b) 33 mg/L, (c) 11 mg/L, (d) 3.3 mg/L.
Figure 2: Detail in the range 444-466 Da of ESI Q-ToF negative ion mass spectra of PAHA (a) before sorption: 11 mg/L at pH $\approx$ 7; (b-d) after sorption at pH $\approx$ 7, [$\alpha$-Fe$_2$O$_3$] = 500 mg/L, under varying initial [PAHA]: (b) 33 mg/L, (c) 11 mg/L and (d) 3.3 mg/L.

Deviation from nominal mass results from all possible elemental formulas that account for one nominal mass leading to a slightly different exact mass depending upon the number of constituent elements (C, H, N and O). Thus a high mass defect can be attributed to hydrogen-rich molecules, such as compounds with long alkyl substituents. Small mass defect can be attributed hydrogen poor molecules, such as substituted aromatic compounds with oxygen-containing functional groups. Moreover, negative mass defects occur when highly condensed aromatic structures are substituted with O, which has per se a negative mass defect (black carbon-like molecules) (52).

Interestingly, peaks detected in the low mass region (< 500 Da) in the spectra of initial PAHA showed a low mass defect (< 0.1 amu for molecular weights of about 400 Da). This may indicate that the main structures in the hydrophobic LMWF are small aromatic structures (e.g., polyphenolic
structures and lignin derived aromatic) with oxygen-containing functional groups (e.g., hydroxyl-, carbonyl-, ester-, and carboxyl-substituted aromatics). The presence of mixtures of compounds is more evident in the mass spectra of the supernatants (Figure 2b-d). Mass spectra of supernatants are different than the initial PAHA sample. Sorption of LMWF onto the mineral phase causes regular change of the m/z pattern in the LMWF range clearly indicating fractionation trend among these components: peaks at each nominal mass are broader and are shifted towards higher mass defect (about 0.1 to 0.2 amu) suggesting sources of compounds that are not detected in initial PAHA ESI mass spectra. Furthermore, many of the peaks show a fraction occurring with a weak negative mass defect shift. The mass shift to higher mass defects likely indicates the presence of aromatic structures containing long-alkyl substituents, while the fraction occurring at lower mass defect suggests the presence of compounds with more condensed aromatic structures. These changes may likely indicate gradual sorption within the more hydrophobic molecules within the LMWF. Combinations of different adsorption active functional groups (such as carboxyl and hydroxyl) and aliphatic moieties clearly result in a range of sorption behaviors (53). These observations also demonstrate that differences in ionization efficiencies of the LMW compounds could cause the more polar ones to be more represented in the mass spectrum of the initial sample.

Figure 3 shows expanded mass regions of the IMWF of the Figure 2b, i.e. [PAHA]° = 33 mg/L, after sorption onto 500 mg/L hematite. The pattern of this IMWF is quite complex compared to the LMWF and a striking feature is the lack of regularity observed otherwise in the peak distributions (5-7). For instance, it can be seen that there is the presence of even masses that may be due to N containing compounds. This irregularity could be due to the greater fraction heterogeneity, i.e., composition diversity in O, N and alkyl C, compared to the mass spectra of the LMWF. This absence of a clear pattern as noted in (5-7) can also be the result of a structural diversity within the IMWF. Furthermore, the complexity of the mass spectrum could be due to the presence of singly but also doubly charged species or aggregates between neutral and singly charged species likely indicated by the high mass
defect of some masses along the series. As an example, mass defects of 0.8-0.9 are observed for masses in the range 700-800 Da. It is not possible up to now to determine straightforwardly the origin of this latter phenomenon in this IMWF. Further works would be needed to ascertain the IMWF characterization, particularly using exact masses determination and H/C and O/C correlations as in (7) or in (33).

![Figure 3: Influence of sorption of PAHA by 500 mg/L hematite on the ESI mass spectra of the supernatant at pH \(\approx 7\), \([PAHA]^{o} = 33\) mg/L, no background salt, IMWF detailed in the range 800-1000 Da.]

Future developments should be the mandatory verification on environmental humic extracts to ascertain or discuss our conclusions. Further analysis of exact masses as well as H/C and O/C ratios after sorption should also be envisaged using higher resolution apparatus (7, 29, 33). Kinetic evolution of the phenomenon is also a crucial point to develop (15). Complementary information on sorbed species could also be obtained (54).

Crossing information from different techniques on the same extract(s) in order to have a global view of the fractionation phenomena, both in solution and on the surface should also be emphasized in view of identifying the reasons hidden behind the non additivity of binary systems when modeling ternary systems. If the fractionation evidenced here hides chemical fractionation, then one can also anticipate
even slight differences in complexation strength between the different factions that can explain this non additivity.
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Supporting information gives complementary information about the experimental conditions used throughout the study, the values of absorbance at 203 and 253 nm and evolution of the ratio $A_{253}/A_{203}$, the absorbance spectra obtained for the initial PAHA sample and of supernatants from sorption experiments. Complementary ESI-QToF mass spectra are also given such as the verification of the influence of concentration on ESI mass spectra for a given sample, intermediate mass spectra of the supernatants that were not essential to the discussion and the evolution of number-averaged ($\bar{I}_n$) and weight-averaged ($\bar{I}_w$) mean molecular intensities.
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